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Abstract—Variations in the color and intensity of hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E) stained histological slides can potentially
hamper the effectiveness of quantitative image analysis. This
paper presents a fully automated algorithm for standardization
of whole-slide histopathological images to reduce the effect of
these variations. The proposed algorithm, called whole-slide
image color standardizer (WSICS), utilizes color and spatial
information to classify the image pixels into different stain
components. The chromatic and density distributions for each
of the stain components in the hue-saturation-density color
model are aligned to match the corresponding distributions
from a template whole-slide image (WSI). The performance
of the WSICS algorithm was evaluated on two datasets. The
ﬁrst originated from 125 H&E stained WSIs of lymph nodes,
sampled from 3 patients, and stained in 5 different laboratories
on different days of the week. The second comprised 30 H&E
stained WSIs of rat liver sections. The result of qualitative and
quantitative evaluations using the ﬁrst dataset demonstrate that
the WSICS algorithm outperforms competing methods in terms
of achieving color constancy. The WSICS algorithm consistently
yields the smallest standard deviation and coefﬁcient of variation
of the normalized median intensity measure. Using the second
dataset, we evaluated the impact of our algorithm on the performance of an already published necrosis quantiﬁcation system.
The performance of this system was signiﬁcantly improved by
utilizing the WSICS algorithm. The results of the empirical
evaluations collectively demonstrate the potential contribution of
the proposed standardization algorithm to improved diagnostic
accuracy and consistency in computer-aided diagnosis for
histopathology data.
Index Terms—Computer-aided diagnosis, H&E staining, huesaturation-density, standardization, whole-slide image color standardizer (WSICS), whole-slide imaging.
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I. INTRODUCTION

H

ISTOPATHOLOGY involves microscopic examination
of stained histological slides to study presence and characteristics of disease. Tissue sections are stained with multiple
contrasting dyes to highlight different tissue structures and cellular features [1]. This staining provides invaluable information
to the pathologists for diagnosing and characterizing various
pathological conditions. Pathologists make diagnosis of the disease based on features such as morphology and spatial arrangement of cells [2]. This task is, however, laborious and prone to
subjectivity [3], [4]. Several previous studies have shown poor
concordance among pathologists in histopathological grading of
prostate, cervical, and breast cancer [5]–[7]. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) can potentially alleviate shortcomings of human
interpretation. CAD can facilitate diagnosis by sieving out obviously benign slides and providing quantitative characterization
of suspicious areas.
The appearance of the histological stains (e.g., the widely
used hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining) often suffer from
large variability [8]. While pathologists can effectively cope
with staining variability, the performance of CAD systems can
be hampered by color and intensity variations. Such variations
in digital pathology images may be attributed to a number of
factors, including specimen preparation and staining protocol
inconsistencies (e.g., temperature of solutions), variations in
ﬁxation characteristics, inter-patient variation, and the scanner
used to digitize the slides [8]. The use of standardized staining
protocols and automated staining machines may improve
staining quality by yielding a more accurate and consistent
staining. However, eliminating all the underlying sources of
variation is infeasible [9]. The problem is more acute in studies
in which different laboratories share digital images. As an
alternative, algorithms for automated standardization of digitized whole-slide images (WSI) have been published [9]–[16]
(described in detail below). Ideally, such an algorithm takes as
input an arbitrary WSI and yields a normalized version of the
image, with standardized appearance of the different dyes. The
algorithm should be able to eliminate all sources of variation.
Many color standardization algorithms, also referred to as
color normalization algorithms, are based on stain-speciﬁc color
deconvolution [17]. Stain deconvolution requires prior knowledge of reference stain vectors for every dye present in the WSI.
Ruifrok et al. [17] suggested a manual approach to estimate
color deconvolution vectors by selecting representative sample
pixels for each stain class. A similar approach was used in [10]
for extracting the stain vectors. Manual interaction for estimation of stain vectors, however, strongly limits its applicability
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in large studies. The method devised by Macenko et al. [11] enables automatic extraction of reference stain vectors by ﬁnding
the fringe of pixel distributions in the optical density space. The
method, however, yields poor estimation of the stain vectors
in the presence of strong staining variations. Several other approaches have been suggested for automatic extraction of stain
vectors [9], [12]. The major drawback of these methods is that
the estimation of the stain vectors relies solely on the color information present in the image. The outstanding ability of a
pathologist to identify stain components is not only because of
using the color information but also because of incorporating
the spatial dependency of tissue structures (e.g., cell nuclei have
a near elliptic shape and in H&E staining are mostly stained
with hematoxylin while other tissue structures are mostly eosin
stained). Neglecting to take into account the spatial dependency
of tissue structures for determination of the stain vectors signiﬁcantly limits the robustness of these methods in presence of
severe staining variations.
Reinhard et al. [13] proposed one of the ﬁrst techniques
to standardize image colors with respect to a template image
through the use of a color model. Their proposed technique
aligns each of the color channels of the Lab color model [18]
to the corresponding channels of a predeﬁned template image.
However, the use of a single transformation function for each
channel will, in practice, rarely sufﬁce. In general, dyes have
independent contribution to the ﬁnal color in the image, as
each dye has its own speciﬁc reaction pattern. Consequently,
using a single transformation function may lead to improper
color mapping of the stain components in the standardization
process. This problem can be addressed by applying separate
transformations to different stain classes [10], [14] or different
tissue classes [15]. The applicability of the approach described
in [15] is limited to image patches that necessarily contain all
the considered tissue classes. Moreover, the use of Gaussian
mixture model in [15] and [10] for segmentation of tissue or
stain classes lacks robustness to strong staining variations. The
performance of the algorithm described in [14] also decreases
when there is a considerable imbalance in the amount of different stain classes in the image. This is mainly because the
accuracy of the stain classiﬁcation approach utilized (based
on singular value decomposition) decreases as the imbalance
between the amount of different stain components increases.
In addition to the limitations discussed above, the majority of
these studies have 3 major shortcomings which limit their applicability to studies using large cohorts. First of all, the efﬁcacy of
most of the algorithms was not evaluated on data from multiple
laboratories (preferably both academic and non-academic) with
different staining protocols, which potentially causes the most
severe staining variations [14]. Secondly, most of the proposed
algorithms to date have been solely focusing on standardization of patch images containing a small region within the WSI.
Development of a fully automated CAD system for large-scale
digital pathology requires algorithms that can deal with WSI
data. Whole-slide extension of the existing patch-based standardization algorithms may not be straightforward and requires
automatic extraction of training patches from the entire slide to
deﬁne the required color transformations. In [16] an automated
algorithm has been proposed for WSI standardization which can
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handle variations caused by using different WSI scanners. However, variations caused by other sources such as staining protocols are more problematic [14] and can not be dealt with by this
approach. Finally, although the major aim of most published algorithms is to enhance the performance of CAD systems, the
efﬁcacy of these algorithms was typically not evaluated on an
existing CAD system. To the authors' knowledge no algorithm
has been proposed to date that addresses WSI standardization in
a fully automated manner in presence of all sources of variation.
This paper presents and evaluates a novel fully automatic
algorithm for standardization of whole-slide H&E stained
histopathological images. The algorithm, called whole-slide
image color standardizer (WSICS), is based on transformation
of the chromatic and density distributions for each individual
stain class in the hue-saturation-density (HSD) color model
[19]. While standardization strongly facilitates accurate recognition of stain components, a good technique for determination
of stain components can help in developing a robust standardization algorithm. Such a technique should recognize different
dye components in presence of various sources of stain variation. Unlike the available supervised and unsupervised pattern
recognition techniques for dye recognition in the literature,
which rely solely on color features, the proposed algorithm
makes use of spatial information, making it robust against severe color and intensity variations. Standardization of the stain
components in the WSI is achieved by aligning the chromatic
and density distributions of the stain components to predeﬁned
corresponding histograms from a template WSI. The WSICS
algorithm is compared to three state-of-the-art standardization
algorithms both qualitatively and quantitatively. Empirical
evaluation of the impact of our standardization algorithm on the
performance of an already published CAD system for necrosis
quantiﬁcation [20] is also presented.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED WHOLE-SLIDE
STANDARDIZATION METHOD
The WSICS algorithm takes as input a WSI and outputs a
standardized image with staining characteristics similar to a predeﬁned template WSI. We interface our standardization algorithm with a 2D WSI, using our own developed open source
library [21] which is built on top of the OpenSlide library [22].
This library allows us to read a large set of WSI ﬁle formats
(e.g., .tif, .vsi, .mrxs, .svs, etc.).
Our proposed algorithm initially classiﬁes the pixels in the
WSI into different dye classes and then applies standardization
on the chromatic and density components of the HSD model
[19]. Fig. 1 presents an overview of the WSICS algorithm. The
proposed algorithm has 6 basic steps:
1) Applying HSD transform.
2) Automatic extraction of samples for the hematoxylin, eosin
and background classes from the WSI and deriving the
chromatic and density distributions of these classes.
3) Transforming the 2D chromatic distribution for each dye
class to match the chromatic distribution of the corresponding class from a template slide.
4) Transforming the density distribution for each dye class to
match the density distribution of the corresponding class
from a template slide.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of selected steps of the WSICS algorithm. (a) Original WSI of a lymph node tissue section. Several regions containing tissue are randomly
selected for automatic extraction of representative samples for the hematoxylin, eosin and background class. (b) The selected regions of interest are classiﬁed into:
pixels absorbing mostly hematoxylin, pixels absorbing mostly eosin, and background pixels. (c) The chromatic distribution and density histogram of pixels are
deﬁned in the HSD model to be transformed to match a template WSI. (d) The result of transforming the chromatic and Density distributions after application of
weights. (e) Reconstructing the RGB image by applying reverse HSD transform using the standardized chromatic and density components.

5) Weighting the contribution of stains for each pixel and obtaining ﬁnal chromatic and density transformations.
6) Applying inverse HSD transform.
Detailed description of the WSICS algorithm's steps are discussed below.
A. HSD Transform
The algorithm ﬁrst applies the hue-saturation-density (HSD)
color transformation [19]. In [19] we showed that the HSD
model is better-suited for analysis of transmitted light microscopy compared to the RGB and HSI models. The HSD
model transforms RGB data into two chromatic components
( and ; which are independent of the amount of stain)
and a density component ( ; linearly related to the amount
of stain). Theoretical RGB intensities obtained from varying
stain densities should result in a single point in the
chromaticity plane of the HSD transform [19]. However, in
practice, the use of broad-band camera ﬁlters and existence of
pixel inhomogeneity (stain variability over the specimen area
occupied by a pixel) lead to dispersion of chromatic data in
this plane for each dye component. As a result, the chromatic
data of the pixels stained with a particular dye component will
form a distribution, which is represented by
. In H&E
staining the chromatic distribution of the hematoxylin stain
, and the chromatic distribution of the eosin stain
have a signiﬁcant overlap.
B. Deriving the Chromatic and Density Distributions of
Hematoxylin, Eosin, and Background
WSIs are generally stored in a multi-resolution pyramid
structure. Image ﬁles contain multiple downsampled versions
of the original image. Each image in the pyramid is stored as a
series of tiles, to facilitate rapid retrieval of subregions of the
image which enable us to quickly identify regions that are rich
in tissue.
For a WSI, extraction of representative samples for hematoxylin, eosin and background classes starts with identifying

the tiles containing more than 75% of tissue (non-background
pixels) on the lowest magniﬁcation. The pixel size of the image
at this magniﬁcation is 3.88
3.88
. Each tile is a 64
64 pixel image. A pixel is classiﬁed as background if its
overall density is lower than 0.2.
Next, we randomly select one of the tiles identiﬁed in the
lowest magniﬁcation and apply Restricted Randomized Hough
Transform [23] to detect candidate nuclei in the corresponding
area in the highest magniﬁcation. If the number of detected nuclei surpasses a predeﬁned threshold (200 nuclei) the image is
classiﬁed into different dye components, and the labeled pixel
samples are stored. This process is repeated for a large number
of randomly selected tiles until a predeﬁned number of samples
(in this study 3 million pixels) are acquired for each class.
To make the sampling process robust against the inhomogeneities present in some slides, it is possible to sample less
pixels in each tile image but instead sample from more random
patches from the entire WSI. This, however, comes with an additional computation cost.
Classiﬁcation of pixels into different dye components requires prior knowledge of
color vectors for every dye in
the WSI. To enable fully automated classiﬁcation, the algorithm
automatically extracts training samples for each stain class (the
class absorbing mostly hematoxylin and the class absorbing
mostly eosin) from the image, thus obviating the need for
manually labeled training data. Our technique for generating
training samples makes use of prior shape knowledge (cell
nuclei are usually ellipse shaped). Incorporating spatial information such as prior shape knowledge into the classiﬁcation
problem provides robustness to color and intensity variations.
The process for classifying different tissue components is illustrated in Fig. 2. The ﬁrst step involves locating the nuclei
and estimating their boundaries with ellipses by utilizing the Restricted Randomized Hough Transform [23] on the Canny edge
detected image over the density component of the HSD model
(see Fig. 2(b)). To remove artifacts among the detected candidate nuclei, percentile thresholding is applied on the average
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the classiﬁcation steps. (a) Sample image of a lymph node tissue section. (b) Utilizing Canny edge detector on the density image in conjugation with the Restricted Randomized Hough Transform to detect and estimate the boundaries of the nuclei. (c) The result of detected nuclei overlayed on the
original image after artifact rejection. (d) Scatter plot showing , , and density features of samples extracted from hematoxylin and eosin class. (e) Scatter plot
after classifying the entire image. Note that the data points associated with the background class have been obtained by thresholding. (f) The classiﬁcation result
produced by our method.

optical density of the red camera channel ( ) and the average
overall density ( ). The optical density of a channel is deﬁned
as:

where
is the intensity of channel
(which can be , , or
in RGB color model), and
is the intensity of channel
when no stain is present. The overall density ( ) refers to the
density component of the HSD model. Among the detected candidates, objects with very low average (e.g., background) and
objects presenting very low average
(e.g., red blood cells)
are removed by applying these thresholds. We found the 8th
percentile to be a suitable threshold for both average
and
average measures. A random selection of samples from the
pixels belonging to the detected nuclei constructs conservative
representative training samples for the tissue class mostly absorbing hematoxylin. As shown in Fig. 2(c), our algorithm does
not require exhaustive detection of all the nuclei, but rather a
proportion of the nuclei within the image.
In the next step, all the pixels with very low overall density (
) are classiﬁed as background (devoid of stain). Provided
that background pixels are white, the optical density of the red,
green, and blue camera channels of the pixel should each be
lower than 0.25 to be classiﬁed as background.

Training samples for the eosin class are obtained by ﬁrst removing all the background pixels and the candidate pixels for
the hematoxylin class (before artifact rejection) and then applying 5th percentile thresholding on the
of the remaining
pixels. Note that the training samples for the eosin class are randomly selected from these pixels and are equal in number to the
training samples from the hematoxylin class. The pixels selected
during the sampling process will serve as ground truth data for
a classiﬁer. By applying a threshold on the optical density of
the red channel, we deliberately avoid sampling weekly stained
pixels in the eosin class and try to retain samples that are as
clean as possible.
Finally, a binary -NN classiﬁer (
) is trained using
the extracted samples from the hematoxylin and eosin class.
The chromatic information ( and ) and the density of each
pixel in the HSD color model are used as classiﬁcation features.
The class labels for all the remaining pixels in the randomly selected training patches are predicted using the trained classiﬁer,
yielding the ﬁnal pixel classiﬁcation result.
The derived chromatic and density distributions for each of
the stain classes (as shown in Fig. 2(e)) are used for subsequent
chromatic and density transformations.
C. Non-Linear Transformation of Chromatic Information
To align the chromatic distribution of each of the classiﬁed
dye components to match the corresponding class distribution
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the non-linear transformation of hematoxylin and eosin chromatic distributions. Note that the transformation applied to the background
class is not shown in this ﬁgure. (a) The chromatic distribution of hematoxylin (blue) and eosin (pink) staining for the template slide (top left) and the slide to be
. (b) Extraction of the
standardized (bottom left). The angle ( ) and the mean ( ) of the H&E distributions are extracted, where
scaling parameters after translation of each distribution to the origin and rotation along . The extracted parameters comprise of the minimum, 1st, 25th, 50th,
75th, and 99th percentiles, and maximum of the projected values along each axis (for simplicity this is only shown for parameters along the axis). (c) The result
of scaling the hematoxylin and eosin distributions by using the scaling parameters derived from the template slide. (d) Rotation of the distributions along
and translating them to
. (e) The ﬁnal transformation obtained using the weighted combination of the two transformations in (d).

in a template slide, we perform 2D registration of the color information in the
chromatic plane. Let
denote
the chromatic distribution for class in the image, where
. We deﬁne the registration problem as ﬁnding the transformation function
such
that:
(1)
The procedure for registration of the chromatic distribution
has two steps: (1) extraction of statistical parameters from the
template slide and (2) aligning the 2D chromatic distribution.
Each of the steps are described in the following subsections.
1) Template Parameter Extraction: Training samples for the
two stain classes in the template image are obtained automatically as described in Section II-A above. From these, 3 sets of
parameters are calculated (two for the stain classes and one for
the background class). These parameters are the mean
,
angle
, and scaling landmarks of the
distribution. Let
denote the covariance matrix of
. The angle
of this distribution with respect to
the
axis is derived by calculating the major eigenvector of
. To compute the scaling parameters, the entire
distribution is translated to the origin. This is followed by a rotation step along
to maximize the variance along the
axis. Finally, the scaling landmarks are deﬁned after projection
of the rotated distribution onto each of the and axes, comprising the minimum, 1st, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 99th percentiles,
and maximum of the projected values along each axis.
The only parameters for the background class are the mean
values of the
and
channels. This is mainly because the
white background class does not require major color standardization but rather density standardization which is achieved by
adjusting its density component in the HSD model.
2) Alignment of 2D Color Histogram: At this step, the 2D
chromatic distribution for each of the three classes in the WSI
to be standardized are aligned with the chromatic distribution of

the corresponding class in the template WSI. Fig. 3 illustrates
different steps for the non-linear transformation of chromatic
information. Let
denote the chromatic distribution of
the WSI to be standardized. We apply three separate transformations
, each time focusing at standardizing the chromatic distribution of a particular class .
Let
denote the chromatic distribution of the pixels
belonging to class sampled from the slide to be standardized.
For different pixel classes in this slide, statistical parameters
are extracted identical to those previously extracted from the
template slide. The process for standardization of each stain
class starts with translating the entire
distribution by
subtraction of the mean of
distribution and rotation
along the major eigenvector of , where denotes the covariance matrix of
(see Fig. 3(a) and (b)). Then we apply
piece-wise linear scaling to match landmarks from the current
distribution to those of the template slide. The result is shown
in Fig. 3(c). In the next step, the scaled distribution is rotated
back along the
angle to be aligned with the major eigenvector of the the corresponding distribution in the template WSI.
The ﬁnal step in the transformation of the
involves
. The standardized chrotranslation of the distribution to
matic distributions with focus on transforming hematoxylin and
eosin classes are shown in the ﬁrst and second row of Fig. 3(d),
respectively.
The color transformation of the background class is yielded
by subtracting from and adding
to the
distridenote the mean of the background
bution, where , and
class in
, and
distributions, respectively. At the end of this step we have 3 separate transformation
functions, one for each class.
D. Weighing the Contribution of Classes
Provided that in H&E staining, pixels may contain a mixture of stains, it is important to take into account the contribution of each stain for each pixel in our ﬁnal transformation.
Therefore, we deﬁne the ﬁnal transformation as the weighted
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combination of the transformation functions associated for each
class. To generate per pixel weights accounting for relative absorption of each stain, a naive Bayesian classiﬁer is trained.
The ground truth data for training the classiﬁer originates from
the automatically classiﬁed samples extracted in step 1 of the
WSICS algorithm. By using the chromatic and density components of the HSD transform as features, we calculate the posterior probability of each pixel in the WSI belonging to each class.
Finally, the weighted combination of the three transformations
gives:
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the three classes were computed to yield the ﬁnal density transformation:
(4)
where denotes the posterior probability of class ,
denotes
the standardized density associated with the distribution of class
, and
is the ﬁnal standardized density component.
F. Inverse HSD Transform

(2)
and
dewhere
notes the weight for class , and
denotes the ﬁnal transformed chromatic vector in the HSD model. The result is shown
in Fig. 3(e).
The naive Bayesian classiﬁer was chosen to generate the
membership degree of each pixel to each of the stain classes
because of its straightforward probabilistic interpretation and
its relative simplicity, requiring no parameter tuning in contrast
to more complex classiﬁers. Given the nature of the classiﬁcation task (3 features and millions of samples) a more complex
classiﬁer is not needed.
E. Density Standardization
The density component of the HSD color model was also
transformed to match the density proﬁle of the template image
using a weighted combination of linear transformations with respect to each class. Applying linear transformation of the densities for separate classes without using the weights may lead
to severe artifacts. The reason for this is that pixels lying in
the vicinity of classiﬁcation boundary but belonging to different
classes will be standardized with separate transformation functions, hence transforming into new density values which might
differ signiﬁcantly. To address this problem, the weights generated by the naive Bayesian classiﬁer in the previous section were
used to create a smooth density standardization. In the ﬁrst step
a weighted mean and a weighted standard deviation were computed for each of the density distributions corresponding to the
hematoxylin, eosin and background classes separately. For each
of these classes, the distributions were standardized by matching
the mean and standard deviation of the distribution to the corresponding class statistics in the template image. The transformed
density distribution for class i is therefore determined by:
(3)
,
and
where
are the weighted mean and the weighted standard deviation of
the density distribution for class in the WSI to be standardized and
and
are the corresponding values in the
template WSI.
and
denote the densities before and after
transformation.
By using the weights obtained from the naive Bayesian classiﬁer, a weighted combination of the linear transformations for

In the ﬁnal step, the standardized chromatic components
and , and the standardized density component
were used
to get back to RGB model. This was achieved by following the
reverse HSD transformation illustrated in [19]. The output of
this step is the standardized WSI with the staining characteristics similar to the predeﬁned template WSI.
III. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
A. Histopathology Image Dataset
Two histopathological image datasets were used for empirical evaluation of the proposed algorithm. The ﬁrst dataset consisted of 125 digitized H&E stained WSIs of lymph nodes from
3 patients. These slides were serially sectioned and stained in
5 different Dutch pathology laboratories, each using their own
routine staining protocols. The set up included staining of slides
on different days of the week. Staining protocol variations between laboratories include temperature, concentration, staining
time and manufacturer of different solutions. Frequency of refreshing staining solutions may also differ between laboratories.
All slides were digitized using a CCD RGB camera (Zeiss AxioCam HRC) mounted on a light microscope (Zeiss AxioPlan
2im) with a 40 objective lens. Each image has square pixels
of size 0.256
0.256
in the microscope image plane.
The second image dataset comprised three batches, each containing 10 H&E stained histological slides of rat liver with different amounts of conﬂuent necrosis. The slides were stained in
University Hospital Jena, Germany, and scanned with a Hamamatsu Nanozoomer Scanner at 40 objective magniﬁcation. A
human expert generated ground truth data on this dataset by annotating necrotic tissue in each section at small tile levels of size
256 256 pixels in the highest resolution.
B. Experiments and Results
To evaluate the performance of the WSICS algorithm three
experiments were performed:
1) A quantitative, comparative evaluation of the performance
of the proposed algorithm versus two competing algorithms in calculating stain vectors
2) A qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the performance of the proposed standardization algorithm in comparison with other methods in achieving color constancy
3) A quantitative evaluation of the effect of employing the
proposed whole-slide standardization algorithm on the performance of a necrosis quantifying CAD system [20]
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the pixel classiﬁcation performances between the method by Khan et al. [12] and our proposed algorithm. (a) – (d) show 4 different
classiﬁcation results produced by the two algorithms. For each sub-ﬁgure the image on the left is the original image to be classiﬁed. The middle image presents
the classiﬁcation result by our algorithm and on the right is the result produced by the algorithm of Khan et al. [12].

1) Experiment 1: The aim of this experiment was to quantitatively evaluate the performance of each standardization
algorithm in extracting stain vectors using a subset of the
lymph node dataset. For the experiment, we randomly selected
5 different slides for each laboratory and took one sample FOV
image from each slide. This yielded a total of 25 images from
25 slides. For each of the images, a large number of pixels were
manually annotated to give representative ground truth pixels
for hematoxylin and eosin classes. Subsequently, hematoxylin
and eosin stain vectors were calculated using Ruifrok's color
deconvolution method [17].
The performance of our proposed algorithm is compared to
that of two state-of-the-art algorithms for stain deconvolution:
the appearance normalization algorithm by Macenko at al. [11],
and the nonlinear mapping approach to stain normalization by
Khan et al. [12]. The algorithm by Macenko at al. [11] tries to
ﬁnd the fringe of pixel distribution in the optical density space
to determine the stain vectors. The algorithm by Khan et al.
utilizes a pretrained relevance vector machine (RVM) classiﬁer
to classify the pixels in the image into different stain components in the image. The stain vectors are then calculated from
the set of labeled pixels for each stain class. In this regard, this
method works similar to our proposed algorithm, however, our
algorithm does not require manual training of the classiﬁer. The
other fundamental difference of our method is that it mainly uses
shape information for identifying hematoxylin pixels, and samples from pixels outside of ellipse-shaped objects for eosin.
Fig. 4 shows the results of classifying pixels as hematoxylin,
eosin, or background, which are intermediate steps in our color
standardization algorithm and that of Khan et al. [12]. As seen
in this ﬁgure, the algorithm by Khan performs poorly on the
third and fourth example which can be related to the fact that
the staining colors in these images deviate from the image
batches that were originally used for training the RVM classiﬁer. Contrary to this approach, our fully automatic algorithm
effectively derives the hematoxylin and eosin distributions and

TABLE I
AVERAGE EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES BETWEEN THE MANUALLY
DETERMINED STAIN VECTORS IN THE ORIGINAL IMAGES AND THE
AND
STAIN VECTORS COMPUTED BY DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS.
DENOTE THE AVERAGE EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES FOR THE
HEMATOXYLIN AND EOSIN VECTORS, RESPECTIVELY.

classiﬁes the pixels very accurately mainly due to using shape
information.
The mean and the standard deviation (SD) of the Euclidean
distances between the stain vectors from the annotated data and
the stain vectors derived by each of the algorithms is used as
a measure to compare the efﬁcacy and robustness of the algorithms in extracting the correct stain vectors. Table I presents
the results. Our proposed algorithm is performing considerably
better in calculating stain vectors for both hematoxylin and
eosin stains.
2) Experiment 2: The aim of this experiment was to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the performance of the
WSICS algorithm. We focus on inter-laboratory variations of
the H&E staining in the lymph node dataset, as this is a major
concern in large scale application of CAD in pathology. The
performance of our proposed algorithm is compared to that
of three previously published algorithms: global standardization (GS) by bagci et al. [24], the appearance normalization
algorithm by Macenko et al. [11], and the nonlinear mapping
approach to stain normalization by Khan et al. [12]. Five representative ﬁeld-of-view (FOV) images were acquired from each
WSI yielding a total of 625 images. Each image is of size 1388
1040 pixels. The results of the standardization performed by
different algorithms are shown in Fig. 5. The image shown in
the top left of Fig. 5.a was used as the template image to extract
parameters required by different standardization algorithms.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the performance of different stain standardization algorithms. The top left image has been used as the template image. Column (a) three
original images sampled from different slides stained in different laboratories. (b) the result of standardization using the WSICS, (c) the algorithm devised by
Macenko et al. [11], (d) Bagci et al. [24], and (e) the algorithm by Khan et al. [12].

The three standardized images by the method proposed by
Macenko et al. [11] have more color variability compared to
the other methods. Moreover, it can be seen that the color of the
images standardized by the WSICS algorithm have the highest
similarity to the color of the template image as compared to the
other approaches.
In this experiment, the choice of the template slide was based
on the opinion of two pathologists, who studied a large number
of slides from each laboratory. The major criteria for them to select a high quality staining are: (1) high contrast between hematoxylin and eosin staining (2) visibility of the nuclear texture.
The majority of the slides stained in Lab 1 were found to meet
these criteria and therefore a slide from this batch was selected
as the template slide in this experiment.
Quantitative analysis of standardization results is based on
color constancy of nuclear staining and eosin staining independently. To evaluate the color constancy of the nuclear staining,
nuclei were ﬁrst detected using fast radial symmetry trans-

form [25]. The detected candidate nuclei were subsequently
segmented using a marker-controlled watershed algorithm
as illustrated in [26]. Quantitative measures of the area and
elliptical shape were computed for each candidate nucleus. The
elliptic variance descriptor (
) [27] was used to measure
how closely the borders of a ﬁtted ellipse agree with those of
the segmented nucleus-like object. Objects that were too small
(
) or irregular (
) were rejected as
artifacts. The normalized median intensity (NMI) measure [15],
[28] was then chosen to evaluate color constancy of the nuclei.
This measure enables comparison of the intensity statistics over
a population of images. The NMI measure is deﬁned as:
(5)
where
denotes the average of the , , values for the
pixel in image , and
denotes the 95th percentile. Note
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TABLE II
STANDARD DEVIATION AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF NMI FOR ALL THE IMAGES IN THE FIVE LABORATORIES.

TABLE III
STANDARD DEVIATION AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF
NMI FOR THE EOSIN DYE FOR THE 25 IMAGES CONSIDERED.

TABLE IV
COMPUTATION TIME (IN SECONDS) FOR PRESENTED METHODS
1040.
FOR STANDARDIZING AN IMAGE OF SIZE1388
Fig. 6. Box plots of the normalized median intensity values of the slides stained
in ﬁve laboratories for all the methods in Experiment 3.

that to increase the robustness of the NMI measure against noisy
pixels in the image, instead of dividing the median term by the
maximum, we divide it by the 95th percentile. The standard deviation of the NMI values (SDN) and coefﬁcient of the variation
(i.e., standard deviation divided by mean) of the NMI values
(CVN) were computed for the images in different laboratories
before and after standardization using different methods. The
results are shown in Table II. Note that small values for SDN
and CVN indicate that nuclei in images from different laboratories have similar color distributions (i.e., qualitatively look
the same) after stain standardization. In all cases, the WSICS
algorithm yielded the smallest SDN and CVN. The box plots
of the NMI values for each laboratory is shown in Fig. 6. The
box plot shows that the spread of NMI values about the median
(inter-quartile range) is the smallest for the proposed algorithm
compared to the competing state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition, the distribution of NMI values across different laboratories
is considerably more stable for the WSICS algorithm.
To evaluate the color constancy of the eosin staining we used
part of the lymph node dataset that was used in experiment 1.
Provided that automatic segmentation of eosin stained tissue
structures is more complicated, we evaluate the color constancy
of eosin staining within regions that were manually annotated
as such. The results are shown in Table III. Note that the SDN
and CVN are computed over all the 25 images from the 5 laboratories. Overall, WSICS yielded the smallest SDN and CVN.
The computation time for each algorithm to standardize an
image of size 1388 1040 (averaged over 20 images) is presented in Table IV. The computation time required by WSICS

to create a look-up table for standardizing a WSI of lymph node
is
.
3) Experiment 3: In this experiment, the performance of an
already published CAD system [20] for quantifying necrosis
was evaluated before and after standardization of the slides. A
dataset comprising three batches of H&E stained histological
WSIs of rat liver sections with different amounts of conﬂuent
necrosis was available. The CAD system described in [20] using
a Random Forest classiﬁer was used to detect necrotic tissue in
WSI. This system utilizes local binary pattern (LBP) [29] and
pixel value statistics features for each of the individual channels
of the RGB and HSV color models. The performance of this
system was assessed using a leave-one-batch-out cross-validation scheme. At each cross-validation round, CAD was trained
with all slides from two of the batches and validated on the third
batch. The same assessment was carried out after standardizing
the entire slides using one of the slides in the training set as template image. The performance of the CAD system was then assessed for each cross-validation round in terms of the area under
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [30] at the
patch level of size 256 256. Fig. 7 shows the ROC curves for
each cross-validation round. The area under ROC curves with
and without employing WSICS were compared using the bootstrap test [31]. This test was used to test the null hypothesis that
the CAD system performs equally well with and without standardization, versus the alternative hypothesis that it does not.
The AUC results for each cross-validation round and the corresponding -values are summarized in Table V. The -value
for the test was smaller than 0.01 for all the 3 ROC curve pairs,
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Fig. 7. Performance of the CAD system with and without standardization for
different cross-validation rounds.

TABLE V
SUMMARY OF THE AUC RESULTS FOR EACH CROSS-VALIDATION
ROUND OF EXPERIMENT 3 AND THE CORRESPONDING -VALUES
OF THE BOOTSTRAP TEST TO COMPARE AUCS.

thus providing evidence that CAD performance is increased by
applying the WSICS algorithm.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel algorithm, called
whole-slide image color standardizer (WSICS), for standardization of whole-slide histopathological images. We showed
that the WSICS algorithm outperforms previously published
algorithms. Even more importantly, we showed that the algorithm was capable of signiﬁcantly improving the quality
of an existing CAD system, rendering it applicable even for
specimens exhibiting staining characteristics which strongly
deviated from the specimens it was trained on.
The main characteristics of our algorithm are: 1) fully automated detection of stain components in WSIs enabling unsupervised operation, 2) robust stain classiﬁcation by making use
of spatial information, 3) the HSD color model for transformation of chromatic and density distributions, and 4) application
of weights to create a smooth and artifact-free whole-slide standardization. The algorithm was shown to be very robust against
all sources of staining variation.
Our algorithm for classiﬁcation of tissue components avoids
manual training of the classiﬁer by learning samples of each
class from the image at hand using prior shape information. This
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yields fully automated, objective and reproducible classiﬁcation
results on image data with various sources of variation. Unlike
the algorithms in the literature which rely solely on color information to identify stain components our algorithm incorporates
spatial information which makes it signiﬁcantly more robust.
Fig. 4 compares the classiﬁcation result obtained by our proposed algorithm and the algorithm by Khan et al. Our approach
performed remarkably well on the entire image data provided
by 5 different (academic and non-academic) laboratories containing severe staining variation. We observed no classiﬁcation
failure over the entire dataset. In the classiﬁcation approach in
[10], in contrast, the automatically extracted reference stain vectors had to be replaced in more than 10% of the images due
to segmentation failures. Our previous experience with unsupervised approaches such as EM-based segmentation [14], [15]
shows that segmentation may occasionally fail. This failure is
mainly due to the cases in which the chromatic distribution of
the channels overlap signiﬁcantly. The algorithm proposed by
Macenko et al. [11], moreover, becomes unstable in images with
poor contrast and insufﬁcient data for each stain.
Existing color transformation approaches align different
channels of a particular color model, independently, using
separate 1D transformations [15], [10], [13]. These approaches,
however, assume that the channels of the color model utilized
are independent which generally does not hold. The use of a
more advanced color model called HSD which was speciﬁcally
designed for transmission light microscopy enables independent transformation of chromatic and density information. We
performed non-rigid registration of 2D chromatic distribution
using several transformations which provides better aligning of
the color information compared to separate 1D transformation
of each channel. The use of class-dependent weights in combining these transformations yields a smooth standardization
result. Consequently, our method consistently shows improved
color constancy compared to existing methods.
We presented 3 experiments to evaluate the efﬁcacy of the
WSICS method. In the ﬁrst experiment, we presented a quantitative, comparative evaluation of the performance of the proposed
algorithm versus two state-of-the-art algorithms in extracting
stain vectors by Macenka et al. [11] and Khan et al. [12]. The results show that for both hematoxylin and eosin dyes, the derived
stain vectors by the WSICS algorithm are substantially more accurate and highly comparable with the stain vectors computed
from manually annotated regions in the image.
In the second experiment we presented qualitative and quantitative evaluations of our method relative to three state-of-the-art
methods: global standardization (GS) by Bagci et al. [24], the
appearance normalization by Macenko et al. [11], and the nonlinear mapping approach by Khan et al. [12]. Qualitative assessment of the results show the efﬁcacy of our algorithm in
enhanced color constancy of the histology images.
The results shown in Fig. 5 demonstrate that the images with
severe staining variation can be standardized to resemble the
template image using the WSICS algorithm. Compared to the
three state-of-the-art methods, our method performs considerably better in standardizing eosin staining which is in correspondence with the results achieved in experiment 1. The algorithm
devised by Macenko [11] yields poor result with artifacts in the
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third example which is due to wrong estimation of the stain vectors. This algorithm tries to ﬁnd the fringe of pixel distribution
in the optical density space to determine the stain vectors. As
seen in the third example shown in Fig. 5(a) there is a significant difference in the staining of blood cells compared to cytoplasmic/stromal staining. The poor contrast between nuclear
staining and cytoplasmic/stromal staining has led to poor standardization results by this method. The Global Standardization
algorithm, on the other hand, achieves smooth standardization
output without any artifacts (see Fig. 5(d)). However, the algorithm is clearly unable to match the staining quality to the template image. This is mainly due to the usage of a single transformation function for standardizing the image which does not correspond with the existence of multiple components in the data.
The algorithm proposed by Khan et al. [12] yields artifact-free
standardized images. However, the quality of the standardized
images by this method signiﬁcantly deviate from the template
image. This algorithm uses an RVM classiﬁer to classify the
pixels into different stain components in the image. Using a pretrained classiﬁer makes this algorithm unstable in case where
the color of the dyes in the test specimen deviate from the image
batches that the RVM classiﬁer was initially trained on. As a result, the estimation of stain vectors may fail. This was also observed in experiment 1. As shown in Fig. 4, heavy pollution of
the hematoxylin population with pixels from connective tissue
and cytoplasm leads to wrong estimation of the stain vectors by
this algorithm. As a result, all the eosin stained structures will
have a purplish-blue color after standardization. Contrary to this
approach, our algorithm effectively deﬁnes the hematoxylin and
eosin distributions by incorporating spatial information. This,
in turn, leads to better standardization performance by our proposed algorithm.
The results of the quantitative assessment, as summarized in
Tables II and III, show that for the entire lymph node dataset
stained in 5 different laboratories, the algorithm proposed
here outperformed the competing standardization methods
by yielding the lowest standard deviation and coefﬁcient of
variation of the NMI measure.
The application of whole-slide standardization to computeraided diagnosis of histopathology data has so far remained elusive in the literature due to technical complexities in dealing
with whole-slide images. The focus has been limited to investigating the contribution of standardization algorithms that work
at the small image patch level. In the third experiment, we evaluated the impact of our proposed whole-slide standardization
algorithm on the performance of a necrosis quantiﬁcation CAD
system. The performance of the CAD system for quantifying
necrosis was assessed in a leave-one-batch-out cross validation experiment, before and after standardization. The performance of the CAD system was better in all cross-validation
rounds after utilizing the WSICS algorithm. In particular, the
performance was signiﬁcantly improved for the case that the
CAD system was trained on batch 2 and 3 and tested on the
ﬁrst batch. The ROC curve shown in Fig. 7, illustrates that
the performance without standardization is worse than random
guessing. The reason for this can be related to the signiﬁcant
difference in the staining color of the slides in batch 1 relative
to other batches which results in the viable tissue having inten-

sity and color ranges similar to necrotic tissue in other batches,
and vice-versa. This is, however, effectively addressed using the
proposed method. Hence, the substantial impact of employing
the proposed whole-slide standardization algorithm on the performance of an already published CAD system further demonstrates its efﬁcacy and reliability.
One limitation of the current study is that although the
WSICS algorithm has been designed to standardize whole-slide
images, the comparison of the color constancy of the images
standardized by different algorithms in experiment 2 is limited
to image patches (sub-images from the WSI). This is because
the competing algorithms have been designed to standardize
patch images only.
The WSICS algorithm has been speciﬁcally described for
standardization of H&E stained images. The algorithm, however, can be adapted to work with other histological staining
techniques such as immunohistochemistry (IHC). Identiﬁcation
of the stain components is more straight forward in IHC. The
major reason is that in IHC, in contrast to H&E staining, the
chromatic distribution of the stain components have a small
overlap in the chromatic plain of the HSD model. In future work,
we will concentrate on adapting the proposed algorithm to be
utilized on other staining techniques and investigate the possibility of extending our method for standardizing WSIs with
more than two stain components.
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